Final

• What we are currently planning ...

• Thurdsay Dec 15 @ 2:30pm
• 110 minutes
• Mix of: True/False with explanation; Short Answer; and Longer Answer
• Covers lectures, homeworks, textbook reading, sections
• Comprehensive, but focused on post-midterm material
• Open notes and textbook
• No computers/Internet

• Sample final problems are up; solutions in section.
• As before, plus:

• Connections (TCP handshake)
• Flow control
• Congestion control (TCP, fairness)
• Congestion avoidance (RED / ECN)
• Quality of service (WFQ, token bucket, DiffServ/IntServ)
• Naming (DNS)
• HTTP
• Content distribution (proxy caches, CDNs, P2P, DHT)
• Cellular networks
• DTNs
• Network security